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Health, Food and Fun:

Participating children, enjoy the bouncee 

and fun activities during the DRP Health 

Fair.

DETROIT RECOVERY PROJECT 
VOICE OF RECOVERY NEWSLETTER

spring/summer 2009

DRP, LOCAL CHURCH PARTNER FOR HEALTHIER COMMUNITY
DRP, Promoting a healthy, drug-free lifestyle.

On June 13, 2009 the Detroit Recovery 

Project, Inc. and Church of the Messiah 

Episcopal Church partnered to present the 2nd 

Annual DRP Health Fair.  The theme for this 

year’s event was based on the words of Herman 

Melville: “We cannot live only for ourselves.  A 

thousand fibers connect us with our fellow 

men.” 

It was in this spirit that nearly 100 residents 

attended the fair and received information and 

health services.  In addition to the health needs 

that were met, fun was had by all!  A DJ spun 

the latest tunes as dozens of attendees danced 

the latest hustles. Many children enjoyed the 

giant bouncee and the great food that was 

donated by pharmaceutical maker 

GlaxoSmithKline.  

This year’s health fair was coordinated by 

Mrs. Laverne Colbert, RN, who worked tirelessly 

with DRP partners such as the City of Detroit 

Fire Department, the City of Detroit Department 

of Health and Wellness Promotion, Gift of Life, 

Dr. Carl Christensen, and the Detroit Recovery 

Project Health Program staff. This strategic 

effort resulted in the provision of HIV/AIDS 

testing, Hepatitis A and B vaccinations, basic 

health screenings, lead testing for children and 

substance abuse recovery services.

DRP would like to thank our partners for 

their help in providing comprehensive services 

to support the community in living a healthy-

drug free lifestyle!

DRP Health Fair

June 13, 2009
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DRP Education Vaccination Program Passes 1,000 Mark
Since 2007, the Detroit Recovery Project Inc. has worked with the 

City of Detroit Bureau of Substance Abuse Prevention, Treatment 

& Recovery to offer health education and Hepatitis A and B 

vaccinations to the recovery community. This collaborative 

effort  to date has touched 1,035 individuals.

Every Thursday, DRP offers Hepatitis education and 

prevention services to persons in treatment as well as those 

in recovery.  The DRP medical team – Dr. Carl Christensen, 

Laverne Colbert, RN, and support staff – provides a series of 

Hepatitis A and B vaccinations in addition to rapid, confidential and 

anonymous HIV/AIDS testing.  Free and confidential HIV testing is 

available any week day.  Phone 313.579.5462 for an appointment.  For 

Hepatitis A and B, to date DRP has treated fifty individuals between the 

ages of 19-24, five hundred and seven individuals 25-44 years of 

age, four hundred and seventy-six individuals between the 

ages of 45-64 and two individuals above the age of sixty -

five.  

It is because of the dedication of the City of Detroit Bureau 

of Substance Abuse Prevention, Treatment & Recovery that 

DRP is able to provide comprehensive services to support 

individuals who have chosen to live healthy, drug-free lives.  We 

look forward to continuing to contribute to the health and quality of life of 

the residents of the City of Detroit! 

DRP Mission Statement

The Detroit Recovery Project 

(DRP) strengthens, rebuilds, 

and empowers communities 

affected by drug and alcohol 

addiction and other under-

served populations.  DRP 

supports individuals in 

identifying and resolving 

barriers to achieving a 

healthy and productive, 

drug-free lifestyle.
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DRP Unsung Hero

Three years clean + new bride + 2 jobs = priceless. If Ron Hildreth’s 

life were a MasterCard© commercial the previous tagline would no doubt 

describe this stage of his life. Addicted to heroin and crack cocaine for a 

combined 30 years, Ron admits he has to pinch himself to believe that his 

life is real.

“I went from the crack house to the penthouse,” he recently told DRP 

Voice of Recovery. He is now living on the natural high of love and 

responsibility as he approaches his first wedding anniversary and 

celebrates a combined three years of working for the Detroit Recovery 

Project as a Recovery Coach and Detroit’s Bureau of Substance 

Prevention, Treatment and Recovery a lab assistant.

Between the two jobs, Ron works nearly eighty hours a week and still 

manages to nurture his new marriage, which resulted from a four-year 

international courtship between London, England and the Motor City. 

His day begins at 9 a.m., at the Frank Murphy Hall of Justice where he 

administers drug tests to probationers in the Drug Court program and ends 

around 11 p.m. at DRP’s Bray Home for Recovery Men where he coaches 

those who live at the brand new transitional housing facility in Highland 

Park.

“I am a living example that anyone can overcome addiction,” Ron 

said. “I want all the guys to know they can make it. Before I didn’t want to 

see another day – now I look forward to my future.”

Recovery Quote:

“The Human Spirit is 

stronger than 

anything that happens 

to it.”  ~  C.C. 

Scott
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DRP Opens Bray Home for Men 

Brings Needed Transitional Housing

Drivers traveling north on M-10 – or as the 

locals call it – John C. Lodge Freeway, see the 

Bray Recovery Home for Men as a bright spot 

among broken windows and burned buildings. 

Those headed south view it rising above the 

railings as a beacon of light that can’t be hidden.

Both views are just what DRP officials 

hoped to create when they selected the location 

to provide temporary housing to men seeking to 

re-enter society while in early stages of recovery. 

The previously abandoned home is in one of 

Highland Park’s most impoverished 

neighborhoods. 

The two-story frame home at 400 Cortland 

St. is named in honor of the late Allen Bray, a 

co-founder of DRP. Wayne County officials 

gifted the property to the non-profit group in 

order to return it to the tax rolls.

DRP President and Chief Executive Andre 

L. Johnson hopes to obtain a second home 

nearby to provide transitional housing for 

women. “I envision rebuilding Highland Park’s 

neighborhoods, one house at a time,” Mr. 

Johnson said. “The public needs to see that 

persons in recovery can be productive 

neighbors and seek the same quality of life we 

all want.”The Bray Home was renovated by a 

contracting team of men in recovery and boasts 

one of the most well manicured lawns on the 

block complete with shrubberies and flowers. 

The newly installed aluminum siding gives only a 

hint of the work done on the inside of the home. 

In the front room, the earth-toned furniture 

and accessories compliment the wheat-colored 

walls that convey a sense of warmth and 

stability. In the dining room, subdued blue walls 

offer a calming backdrop against which to host 

the residents’ daily dining experience where 

food – purchased and prepared by the men – 

adds color, flavor and an atmosphere of family.

The brightly painted kitchen contains 

modern equipment, new cabinets, and plenty of 

storage space for healthy food items that at one 

time seemed unnecessary to the residents who 

rarely ate regular meals to sustain their own 

lives. 

A trip to the second floor finds three well 

kept bedrooms. House Manager Frank Jones – 

23 years clean – offers guidance in the zero-

tolerance program, which allows the men to 

remain in the home for up to two years.

Mr. Jones said, “We want the brothers to 

know they can live drug-free but it comes at a 

price: dedication, honesty, and hard work.”

BEFORE

The BHRM In Its Original State 

The Bray Home was 

renovated by a contracting 

team of men in recovery 

and boasts one of the most 

well manicured lawns on 

the block complete with 

shrubberies and flowers.
Bray Recovery 

Home for Men
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Don’t let drugs and alcohol silence you! 
Access Our Recovery Support Services… 
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LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD MEN!!!! 

AND WOMEN! 
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The current state of the 

economy is impacting the 

state of recovery. All across 

the country, and especially 

here in Michigan, hardworking 

men and women are finding 

themselves out of work with 

mounting financial and 

emotional pressure to provide 

for their families. The feelings 

of failure, low self-esteem and 

lack of confidence have driven 

some to drugs and alcohol 

while causing others to fall 

even deeper into untreated 

addictions.

Detroit Recovery Project, 

Inc. is here to help. We have 

begun to shore up our 

services to handle the 

projected increased demand 

due to the ailing economy and 

to the early release of nearly 

6,000 inmates from our state’s 

prisons. These returning 

citizens need our support, 

too. They will be coming 

home to families, 

neighborhoods and a job 

market that are different than 

they were even five years ago. 

Many will be unemployable 

and will falsely believe their 

old ways will get them 

through a tough time. DRP is 

here to fill the gap, offer 

support and deliver recovery 

coaching that will prove that 

recovery is sustainable 

through it all.

Many times clients come 

to us totally divested of self. 

They have been rejected, 

denied, demonized and don’t 

have anything left on the 

inside with which to fight 

against addiction. We offer 

empathy, encouragement, and 

understanding. Many of us 

have been at the same place 

and will not leave another 

sister or brother in recovery at 

their lowest point. We want 

those in recovery, no matter 

how winding the road, to 

know they can rise above 

their conditions. We don’t 

expect them to do it alone , 

life -changing behavior is 

rarely done in solitude. It’s 

almost always carried out with 

help from someone else.

The relationship I’m 

describing is best illustrated 

by a scene I recently 

witnessed: a family of ducks 

was crossing a busy 

intersection seemingly 

oblivious to the 

oncoming traffic and 

the sounds of rubber 

hitting the road and 

loud automobile 

engines. The 

“mommy” duck led 

the way as the five 

“baby” ducks 

followed lockstep, not 

missing a beat. 

Bringing up the close rear was 

the “daddy” duck whose job it 

was to ensure that his family 

made it to their destination 

unharmed and uninterrupted. 

Everyone had their role to play 

in that family crossing the 

street in the face of danger. If 

one baby duck had stepped 

out of line, it could have been 

the end not just for that duck 

but for other family members 

as well. That’s how I envision 

the relationship between DRP 

and our clients. We will 

surround them with the help 

and guidance they need, all 

we ask is that they follow. 

Together, we can make it 

through the danger of 

addiction to the safety of 

recovery.

FROM THE DESK OF ANDRE JOHNSON
President/CEO of Detroit Recovery Project

DRP Board Members

Henry L. Williams, Jr., President

John Andrews, Vice President

Raina Harris, Secretary

Charles Christian Adams, Board Member

Commissioner Alisha Bell, Board Member

For More Information:

• Contact Us via Email, Online and by 

Phone

Visit Us Online

www.recovery4detroit.com

DETROIT RECOVERY 

PROJECT
1151 Taylor St.  Suite 303B              

Detroit, MI 48202                             

313.876.4048 (phone)                    

313.876.0913 (fax)

http://www.recovery4detroit.com
http://www.recovery4detroit.com
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DRP Presents:
PACT:  Prevention In Active Community Transitions 

!

The Detroit Recovery Project PACT Program is looking for African American males, 
who have been released from incarceration within the past 24 months, are residents 
of Detroit, and are interested in PREVENTING HIV/AIDS infection!  Know Your 
Status!

• We offer the following supports:

• HIV/AIDS Prevention

• Substance Abuse Recovery Support & Recovery Coaching

• Housing Assistance, Employment Assistance and Educational Support

• Referrals and Case Management

• Many, Many More Services to Support YOU in living a Healthy, Drug-free lifestyle!

For more information, please contact Curtis Jennings Or Kevin Johnson at 
313.876.4048 or via email at: jenningscdrp@yahoo.com

DETROIT RECOVERY PROJECT RECOVERY MONTH ACTIVITIES
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DRP CORE 
VALUES
DRP guarantees to our Consumers 

and Collaborative Partners:

Professionalism

Integrity

Respectfulness

Flexibility

Accountability

Courtesy

Trust

Meditation for the Month

“Review your own life.  Are 

you balancing work with 

play, mental effort with 

physical effort, seriousness 

with humor?  Your mind-

body must first learn to live 

a rhythmical life in harmony 

with the world and the 

natural laws to achieve 

great heights of 

successful living and 

efficient functioning.”  

~Napoleon Hill

Our Motto

“Doin! It Together!”

Become Your 

Best YOU!

DETROIT RECOVERY PROJECT
1151 Taylor St. Suite 303-B

Detroit, Michigan 48202


